11 April 2016

To our Members,
Re: Change to New Zealand Football Inc. Terms and Conditions of Membership
For a number of years, New Zealand Football (“NZF”) have operated a membership database system called Goalnet.
Many Clubs within New Zealand utilize this system, but a number of the larger Clubs, including Ellerslie, have utilized
an alternative system called Clubhub, for functionality reasons.
Notwithstanding this situation, Ellerslie AFC is required, under the Rules and Regulations of NZF, to pass its database
information onto NZF for the purposes of the administration and promotion of the game of football.
When you have previously registered at Ellerslie, one of the options presented to you was to “opt in” to the receipt
of electronic messages emanating from Auckland Football Federation, or its parent body, NZF.
In acknowledgement of the Privacy Act, we wish to advise our membership of a change in how that personal
information is now being administered by NZF. All Football Clubs in NZ have been advised that under recent changes
made to NZF’s Rules and Regulations, by registering with any Club, your personal information can now be utilized by
NZF for the sending of electronic messages relating to football matters. In the future, if you do not wish to receive
such a message(s), there will be the ability to “opt out” by way of an unsubscribe option. A copy of these new Rules
can be viewed here.
As a consequence, and to align ourselves with these new Rules, Ellerslie will be making the appropriate amendments
to its Clubhub and Manual Registration systems in time for the 2017 season.
If you have any queries with regard to these changes, please phone Tobi Agbede at NZF on 09 414 0175.
In the meantime, best wishes for the upcoming season.

Kind regards

Mark B. Weipers
President
Ellerslie Assoc. Football Club Inc.

